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Rules for Recognition of Post - Graduate teachers in the University

R.PGR. 1 : For Master’s Degree:

(a) Full time teachers appointed in under-graduate colleges or persons employed in recognized institutions with Ph. D degree/NET/GSET are automatically recognized as P.G. teachers for Master degree in relevant subject.

(b) Full time teachers without Ph. D. to be recognized for a post-graduate teaching work should have the three years experience of under graduate teaching or two years P. G. experience else where. The teacher having M.Phil. degree may be given a relaxation in experience of one year.

(c) The Teacher will have to make a formal application to seek such Recognition.

R.PGR. 2 : The following degrees will be considered as equivalent to our B. Sc. And M. Sc. degrees for the purpose of recognition as a Post-Graduate teachers for Industrial Chemistry.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{B. Tech (Chemical Engineering)} & = \text{B. Sc.} \\
\text{B. Tech. (Chemical Technology)} & = \text{B. Sc. (Chemical Technology)} \\
\text{B. Sc. Tech. (Chemical Technology)} & = \text{B. Sc. (Chemical Technology)} \\
\text{M. Tech (Chemical Engineering)} & = \text{M. Sc.} \\
\text{M. Tech. (Chemical Technology)} & = \text{M. Sc. (Chemical Technology)} \\
\text{M. Sc. (Chemical Technology)} & = \text{M. Sc. (Chemical Engineering)} \\
\text{M. Sc. Tech. (Chemical Technology)} & = \text{M. Sc. Tech. (Chemical Engineering)}
\end{align*}
\]

R.PGR. 3 : Moreover, the existing rules for recognition as post-graduate teacher for Master degree be made applicable for recognition as Post-Graduate teacher for Master’s degree in Industrial Chemistry as well as other such disciplines and the teaching experience of Post B. Sc. Diploma be also considered in place of Bachelor’s degree examination wherever necessary.
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